PRINTABLE RULER

01 STEP ▶ PRINT
Print this page to actual size or 100% scale. Do not Fit,
Shrink or Scale below 100%. For best results, Avery
recommends printing with Adobe Acrobat Reader.

02 STEP ▶ CUT OUT
Using scissors cut the ruler out along the dotted line.

03 STEP ▶ MEASURE
Use the ruler to measure where your label will be applied.
Remember to start your measurement from 0 inches!
It can be helpful to tape the ruler in place to prevent
slippage while measuring. If using wraparound labels,
Avery recommends adding an extra 1/4" overlap.

04 STEP ▶ ORDER
Once you’ve got the size you need, go to avery.com to find the
exact label you’re looking for.

Please consider that these measurements are only estimates
and Avery is not responsible for printing or size errors based
on measurements from this ruler.

If you need more help measuring your product, please call our
knowledgeable U.S.-based Care Center at (800) 942-8379.